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To Poppy Seed and Abby,
To Landon and to Claire,
To mothers and to fathers,

And to children everywhere.
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One day, a day you will never forget, you welcomed a beautiful little blob of pro-
toplasm into your family. And watched the miracle of life growing.

One day, a day you will never forget, that little blob began to speak. And early 
on, you discovered that two of your child’s favorite words were no and mine.

Your child was learning they have a will. This is very good.
But human wills—including the will of that beautiful little blob you brought 

home—get bent and twisted by selfishness and sin. That’s very bad.
 According to the Bible, having a will is part of what it means to be made in 

the image of God. The first assignment God gave human beings was to exercise 
dominion (Genesis 1:26). Each of us has a little kingdom—that sphere where our 
choices make a difference. We can say yes and no; we can create and decide. It’s 
this core, God-given capacity that I call a “Chooser” in this book. 

The shaping and training of the will—helping it to be strong and powerful in 
the service of the good—is one of the most important and most challenging tasks 
on earth. The reason this is such a challenge is because when your child was a 
baby, your will was always in charge. With a newborn, you can make all the choic-
es to keep them safe and warm and fed and loved. But every day, your child’s will 
gets a little more developed. Every day, your will must die a little. It’s part of the 
long good-bye that begins so soon, that deepens on the first day of kindergarten 
and the first day of college.

This little book flows out of a book about choosing for adults called All the 
Places to Go . . . How Will You Know? So many of us grown-ups live our whole 
lives with a fear of making choices and missing out on God’s will for our lives. But 
God made us to choose—and He wants to help us do it well. The deepest part of 
God’s will for us is not the situations we inhabit but the people we become. 

So what are you waiting for? You have a Chooser made in the image of our 
magnificent God. Let the choosing begin!

        John Ortberg

Note to Parents
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God gave you two eyes,
Two ears, and one nose,
Ten wiggly fingers
And ten useful toes. 
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But of all of those parts,
The big and the small,
Your Chooser just might be
The best part of all.
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A rock doesn’t have one, 
Nor does a tree,
But I’ll tell you who’s got one—
It’s you! And it’s me!
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You can’t really see it—
It’s on your inside.
(For Choosers are shy,
And they quite like to hide.)
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There are wonderful things
That your Chooser can do.
For your Chooser, you see,
Is what makes you just YOU.
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Choosing’s a cinch;
Anyone can learn how.
In fact, you can practice 
Some choosing right now.
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What will you wear 
When you wake up—you choose!
Will you wear a blue shirt
Or some purple-y shoes?
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Will you wake with a smile
Or start with a frown?
Your Chooser can choose 
If you’re up or you’re down.
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God’s Chooser works better
Than yours or mine could.
His Chooser is perfect
And loving and good.
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